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INTRODUCTION

Borders are ubiquitous in political life. Indeed, borders are perhaps
even constitutive of political life. Borders are inherent to logics of
inside and outside, practices of inclusion and exclusion, and questions
about identity and difference. Of course, there are many different
types of borders that can be identified: divisions along ethnic, national
or racial lines; class-based forms of stratification; regional and geographical differences; religious, cultural, and generational boundaries;
and so on. None of these borders is in any sense given but
(re)produced through modes of affirmation and contestation and
is, above all, lived. In other words borders are not natural, neutral
nor static but historically contingent, politically charged, dynamic
phenomena that first and foremost involve people and their everyday
lives.
Ostensibly, this book focuses upon one particular type of border:
the concept of the border of the state. I say ‘ostensibly’ because, as I
hope will become obvious, different types of borders inevitably fold
into one another: the notion of maintaining sharp, contiguous distinctions between anything is impossible and inevitably breaks down.
In a common understanding of the term, the concept of the border of
the state refers to ‘external’, ‘interstate’ or ‘international’ borders that
delimit and delineate states as independent entities in the state
system.1 According to what John Agnew has referred to as the ‘modern
geopolitical imaginary’, state borders are taken to be territorial
markers of the limits of sovereign political authority and jurisdiction,
and located at the geographical outer edge of the polity.2 Accompanying this imaginary is a well-known historical account of the
emergence and supposed ossification of such borders associated with
the transition from overlapping jurisdictions in medieval Europe to
the emergence of the modern sovereign state characterised by strict
1
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territorial delimitations.3 Irrespective of conceptual or historical
accuracy, there is little doubt that this imaginary, underpinned by the
concept of the border of the state, has had, and indeed continues to
have, significant political and ethical influence on the practice and
theory of global politics.
THE CONCEPT OF THE BORDER OF THE STATE IN
CONTEMPORARY POLITICAL LIFE
Like all concepts in the practice/theory of global politics, the concept
of the border of the state is politically and ethically charged: its usage
in all kinds of discourses must be seen as in part constituting the
modern geopolitical imaginary it purports merely to describe.4 One
obvious example of the work that the concept of the border of the
state does is to allow for a familiar spatial and temporal compartmentalisation of global politics into two supposedly distinct spheres of
activity: history and progress inside, and timeless anarchy outside.5 In
turn, such a compartmentalisation permits a problematic division of
labour between scholars of politics on the one hand and international
relations on the other.6 It is clear that the concept of the border of the
state does a lot of work, epistemologically and ontologically, in
shaping thinking about diverse issues in global politics.
The concept of the border of the state underpins the arrangement
of, and indeed the very condition of possibility for, both domestic and
international legal and political systems. Domestically, it is integral
to conventional notions of the limits of internal sovereignty and
authority, reflected in Max Weber’s paradigmatic definition of the state
as: ‘a human community that (successfully) claims the monopoly of
the legitimate use of force within a given territory’.7 In the international
sphere it enables the principle of territorial integrity, enshrined in
Article 2, Paragraph 4 of the United Nations (UN) Charter which,
since the end of World War II, has acted as the cornerstone for
regulative ideals such as: the legal existence and equality of all
states before international law; protection against the promotion of
secessionism by some states in other states’ territory; and territorial
independence and preservation.8 As such, and despite historical and
contemporary examples of derogations of these regulative ideals,
without the notion of territorial integrity reliant upon the concept
of the border of the state there would simply be no ‘domestic’
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and ‘international’ juridical–political orders to speak of in the first place.
As a central feature of the architecture of global politics, the concept
of the border of the state can be thought of as a sort of compass. It
orients the convergence of people with a given territory and notions of
a common history, nationality, identity, language and culture. In this
way, it is a pivotal concept that opens up – but can also close down –
a multitude of political and ethical possibilities. Not only does this
particular border delimit states but also different forms of subjectivity
or ‘personhood’ that are produced by the domestic/international
juridical-political order. Like the modern sovereign state, the modern
political subject is also conceived of as being fundamentally bordered
in terms of autonomy before the law.9 Hence, discourses of rights and
responsibilities presume the subject of contemporary political life to be
an individual whose status is clearly demarcated: a citizen. Seen in
these terms, the concept of the border of the state is central to the
production of citizen-subjects whose identity derived from citizenship
provides a series of convenient answers to difficult questions such as
Who am I? Where do I belong? What should I do?
The concept of the border of the state has also framed the way
global security relations are commonly conceptualised. Although the
study of security is a fundamentally contested terrain, the modern
geopolitical imaginary has had a bearing on the trajectory of the field.
This influence has been especially, though not exclusively, due to the
relative dominance of realist and neo-realist approaches in security
studies. Such approaches, with their emphasis on states’ survival in an
anarchical self-help system, rely on the concept of the border of the
state in order to frame their reading of the key elements of security:
the referent object of the threat (national security); the source of the
threat (other states in the context of anarchy); and the likely means of
overcoming that threat (interstate warfare). Indeed, the concept of the
border of the state frames dominant notions of who and where the
‘enemy’ of the state is. As has been pointed out elsewhere, realist and
neo-realist perspectives understand security in terms of the history of
the defence and/or transgression of states’ borders.10 Although the
insights of this approach have been questioned over recent years,
particularly so since the end of the Cold War, aspects of such thinking
undoubtedly continue to permeate security practices. Indeed, the
rise of the notion of ‘homeland security’ in the context of Western
governments’ attempts to counter the threat of international terrorism
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has led to a reinvigoration of border protection initiatives: ‘the new
age of the wall has begun’, writes Guardian columnist Julian Borger,
‘ramparts and stone fortifications, regarded until recently as national
relics and tourist attractions, are back with a vengeance’.11
A BLINDSPOT IN INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS THEORY?
Despite the ubiquity of borders in political life, and the particularly
privileged position of the concept of the border of the state, a number
of writers with very different perspectives have bemoaned what they
consider to be the paucity of reflection on these matters in the
theoretical literature produced by the discipline of International
Relations (IR). For Chris Brown, ‘neither modern political theory nor
IR theory has an impressive record when it comes to theorising the
problems caused by borders’.12 Similarly, Robert Jackson has argued
that: ‘it is remarkable that state borders are usually taken for granted
by international relations. They are a point of departure but they are
not a subject of inquiry.’ 13 Others in IR who have written in a similar
vein include Mathias Albert,14 Yosef Lapid,15 Andrew Linklater and
John MacMillan,16 R. B. J. Walker,17 and John Williams.18 Similar complaints have been made about the strange absence of theoretical
reflection on the role of borders in political life in a number of
other disciplinary contexts such as political anthropology,19 political
sociology,20 and political geography.21 Williams neatly sums up the
basic point made by all these writers: that borders between states are
all too often treated as if they were merely the ‘fixtures and fittings’ of
the international system.22
One of the purposes of this book is to contribute to efforts to
address this deficiency within the extant literature. My motivation to
write, however, is not only framed by what has hitherto remained
unsaid about borders. It also stems from a dissatisfaction with what I
consider to be the largely unreflective usage of the concept of the
border of the state in diverse claims about global politics. In this
context it is possible to identify two basic, prominent and competing
discourses: the first is the claim that borders between states are a
thing of the past; the second is the assertion that borders between
states are here to stay.
According to the first discourse, the transformation of global
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production, involving the growth of multinational companies, a
twenty-four hour market and post-Fordist industries, has rendered
the notion of a national economy obsolete.23 On this view, economic
change is said to have ushered in new patterns of governance, in
which the role of the modern, sovereign, territorially bordered state
has also diminished.24 The emergence of the European Union, with its
self-portrayal as a ‘borderless area of freedom, security and justice’,
could be cited as an example of this transformation. Consequently, it
is sometimes argued that the erosion of state borders over recent
decades threatens the very idea of the Westphalian territorially defined
international state system.25
By contrast, the second discourse maintains that national
economies have been left intact if not actually strengthened by
globalisation.26 According to this perspective, the modern state
continues to remain the primary political entity in world politics.27
Moreover, especially since the attacks on the twin towers of the World
Trade Center and the Pentagon on 11 September 2001, there have
been challenges to the concept of globalisation and discourses relating
to borderlessness.28 In the face of mounting American military
aggression, and various reassertions of territorial sovereignty, some
writers, as we have already seen, argue that state borders are more
important than ever.29
Despite the fact that an array of evidence can be collected and
mounted in defence of both positions, by now the above debate
has reached something of an impasse. This implies the need for an
alternative approach that does not reify the contours of the debate by
simply arguing in favour of one side over the other. How might this be
done? A preliminary and very straightforward observation concerning
the debate is that, despite the apparent irreconcilability of the two
competing discourses, both rely upon a particular understanding of
the concept of the border of the state. This understanding not only
reflects, but works within and further entrenches, the modern
geopolitical imaginary. What the debate excludes is precisely the
possibility that the concept of the border of the state has undergone
transformation in contemporary political life. A focus on whether
borders between states are merely ‘present’ or ‘absent’ is blind to
dynamics in political practices that challenge the very imaginary
within which those claims about ‘presence’ or ‘absence’ are able to
make any sense at all.
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THE VACILLATION OF BORDERS
Étienne Balibar has written about the way in which borders in contemporary political life are not necessarily where they are supposed to
be according to the modern geopolitical imaginary: ‘We are living in
a conjecture of the vacillation of borders – both of their layout and
function – that is at the same time a vacillation of the very notion
of the border, which has become particularly equivocal.’ 30 The
significance of Balibar’s argument, especially when related back to the
impasse of the debate above, is that the vacillation of borders is not
conflated with their disappearance. On the contrary, for Balibar
borders are being ‘multiplied and reduced in their localisation, […]
thinned out and doubled, […] no longer the shores of politics but […]
the space of the political itself’.31 As such, Balibar offers a provocative
starting point for engaging with the debate about the presence/
absence of borders between states without reifying either side.
Instead, he implies the need to think more imaginatively, and perhaps
even outside the modern geopolitical imaginary, to begin to grasp
what is going on in global politics: ‘borders […] are no longer at the
border, an institutionalised site that could be materialised on the
ground and inscribed on the map, where one sovereignty ends and
another begins’.32
In this context, it is difficult to overstate the enormity of what is at
stake, conceptually, historically and politically, in Balibar’s seemingly
paradoxical formulation that ‘borders are no longer at the border’. The
notion that both the nature and location of borders have undergone
some sort of transformation requires a quantum leap in the way we
think about bordering practices and their effects. It also radically
challenges the kinds of orientation hitherto provided by the modern
geopolitical imaginary underpinned by the concept of the border of
the state. In turn, this raises particularly difficult questions about how
issues relating to juridical–political order, citizenship, subjectivity,
identity, security and so on might be framed otherwise. Thus, Balibar’s
pithy formulation highlights an urgent need for the development of
alternative border imaginaries apposite to the study of the changes he
diagnoses.
In his call for generating different ways of conceptualising borders,
Balibar is certainly not alone. Rather, it is possible to identify similar
concerns expressed by a number of writers working with various
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perspectives from diverse disciplinary backgrounds. For example, R. B.
J. Walker, who has systematically interrogated the logic of inside/
outside upon which the modern geopolitical imaginary underpinned
by the concept of the border of the state rests, issues a similar
injunction to Balibar throughout many of his texts.33 Walker argues
that: ‘We have shifted rather quickly from the monstrous edifice of the
Berlin Wall, perhaps the paradigm of a securitized territoriality, to a
war on terrorism, and to forms of securitization, enacted anywhere.’ 34
Likewise, Achille Mbembe has insisted: ‘[I]n [the] heteronymous
organisation of territorial rights and claims, it makes little sense to
insist on distinctions between “internal” and “external” political realms,
separated by clearly demarcated boundaries.’ 35 In the same vein, Eyal
Weizman writes: ‘New and suggestive cartographic representations of
today’s world [are required] […] a departure from the traditional view
of a world that consists of a series of more or less homogenous [sic]
nation states separated by clear borders in a continuous spatial flow.’ 36
Moreover, albeit in different ways and contexts, many other writers
have made equivalent claims about the need for alternative border
imaginaries in the study of global politics, including Didier Bigo,37
David Campbell,38 Zaki Laïdi,39 Yosef Lapid,40 Noel Parker,41 Chris
Rumford,42 Gearóid Ó Tuathail and Simon Dalby,43 Michael J. Shapiro,44
and William Walters.45
Yet, despite these repeated calls, there has been a noticeable
reticence when it comes to the task of conceptualising such alternative
border imaginaries and then putting them to work against different
backdrops. As Walker has argued, this reticence is perhaps unsurprising given the stakes involved:
Better explanations – of contemporary political life – are no doubt
called for, but they are unlikely to emerge without a more
sustained reconsideration of fundamental theoretical and philosophical assumptions than can be found in most of the literature
on international relations theory.46
Nevertheless, there is a real danger of a growing disjuncture between
the increasing complexity and differentiation of borders in global
politics on the one hand, and yet the apparent simplicity and lack of
imagination with which borders and bordering practices continue to
be treated on the other. This raises the fundamental question: How
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might it be possible to develop alternative conceptualisations of
borders without reproducing the modern geopolitical imaginary?
THE QUEST FOR ALTERNATIVE BORDER IMAGINARIES
This book responds to the challenge issued by Balibar, Walker,
Mbembe, Weizman and others to develop alternative border
imaginaries. To address the central question above the analysis steps
outside the literature in IR and related disciplines and draws upon
hitherto largely untapped resources for extended thinking about the
problem of borders found in post-structuralist thought. The term
‘post-structuralism’ is highly problematical and it is with hesitation
that I use it throughout as a heuristic device to refer to a heterogeneous body of social, political, and philosophical work. Indeed, one
of the many problems with the term is that some of the authors whose
work is often labelled as ‘post-structural’ simply do not subscribe to or
even recognise it as an approach.47
Nevertheless, with these necessary caveats in mind, I will argue that
the thinkers under consideration, primarily Giorgio Agamben, Jacques
Derrida and Michel Foucault, are particularly apposite to the task
in hand because they all share a common interest in critically
questioning both the logic and practice of borders in a general sense.
By this I mean that an area of overlap between them is an insistence
on detailed analyses of how different entities, such as concepts,
subjects, communities and, indeed, states, become produced as
separate phenomena to begin with. In other words, rather than taking
such entities as somehow distinct from the outset and then merely
analysing the relationships between them, attention is drawn to their
production as supposedly singular entities in the first place.48
Moreover, as subsequent discussions will seek to illuminate, this prior
move to produce entities as distinct relates intimately to questions
about force, violence, power, authority and legitimacy, thus necessitating interrogation in its own right. On this basis, it is precisely how
borders work – and how they might be identified, interrogated and
sometimes resisted – that is of central concern to the thinkers I have
chosen to focus upon.
From this general theoretical starting point, the insights of the
authors above are used initially to problematise the concept of the
border of the state. Here the use of the term ‘problematisation’ relates
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to the method Foucault developed in his various studies of madness,
sexuality, discipline, and surveillance and other aspects of social and
political life.49 Instead of asking questions like ‘What is madness?’
Foucault was more interested in exploring how different understandings of madness change over time through an analysis of the
field of relations around the concept.50 As a method, problematisation
interrogates the way that a concept is used in discourse, how that
usage is connected to questions to do with power relations, and the
way in which it is also productive of particular forms of subjectivity.
Therefore, rather than ask ‘What is the concept of the border of the
state?’, my analysis draws upon the insights of Agamben, Foucault
and Derrida together with other thinkers, such as Walter Benjamin
and Carl Schmitt, to think about the work that this concept does:
that is to say what is enabled, constrained or even concealed by the
modern geopolitical imaginary it underpins and sustains. In particular,
the analysis seeks to consider the relationship between the concept
of the border of the state and our understanding of practices of
sovereignty, violence and (bio)power in contemporary political life.
As well as problematising the concept of the border of the state,
however, the book also draws on the above thinkers in search of
critical resources for developing alternative border imaginaries. In this
regard, the move from a geopolitical to a biopolitical horizon of
thinking, initially inspired by Foucault and then taken in new and
provocative directions by Agamben, opens up crucial lines of enquiry.
I argue that much promise is to be found in Agamben’s oeuvre for a
reconceptualisation of the limits of sovereign power: not as fixed
territorial borders located at the outer edge of the state but rather
infused through bodies and diffused throughout everyday life. On the
basis of Agamben’s analysis, I develop the concept of the ‘generalised
biopolitical border’ which, as a critique of the modern geopolitical
imaginary, can be read as a response to those who call for a more
pluralised and radicalised view of what and where borders are in
contemporary political life.
Finally, in addition to drawing upon the insights of poststructuralist thought to problematise the concept of the border of the
state and develop alternative border imaginaries, the book also uses
the problem of borders to explore some of the limitations of the poststructuralist work under consideration. While the concept of the
generalised biopolitical border is shown to be one suggestive response

